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Large Orgonite Amulet with Turquoise
… Turquoise possesses a strong healing effect, comforting the soul and endowing the body with wellness.
Orgonite pendant from Orgonise Africa – for effective protection from radiation and energetic well-being.

“Turquoise”

was introduced to Europe by the Crusaders. It gets its name from the French designation "pierre

turquoise", which when translated means "Turkish stone". Even Pliny the Elder mentioned it in his work “Naturalis historia".
Particularly beautiful turquoises have been found in Arizona, where the Indians still consider them to be sacred stones. The
turquoise was also believed to be a protective stone in Ancient Egypt and Greece, which supposedly warned against
upcoming dangers by changing color. It was also used as a burial object and for producing works of art. In the Middle Ages,
St. Hildegard of Bingen recognized its healing properties and counted it as one of her twelve main stones. The turquoise is
one of the most important healing stones of all.

Mentally-spiritually:
It is said that turquoise provides protection because it can warn us of potential danger. It helps achieve greater success
because it boosts self-esteem, improves communication skills, and enhances vigor and stamina. But turquoise also helps
with depression. This healing stone empowers one to protect oneself and enables one to retreat and recover from stresses
and negative influences in the environment. It conveys the important realization that everyone is responsible for his or her
own fate and that past issues have no bearing on the present. In this manner it balances the soul, enables one to think of
other things and provides the vitality for taking charge of one’s own life.

Orgonite…
… produced from a mixture of resin, metal and crystals, it possesses the ability to collect negative frequencies and transform
them into positive energy. Negative radiation, such as that emitted from a cellphone, cordless phone, or radar, is
miraculously absorbed and eventually turned into clean orgone energy.

Orgone energy is the life energy, all-pervasive and omnipresent, which was familiar to earlier societies. Hinduism, for
example, refers to it as Prana, Buddhism calls it Chi, our German ancestors spoke of Vril, and to the Greeks it was the Ether,
which even today remains a very common term.
Wearing an orgonite pendant over the heart or throat chakra protects our bioenergetic field (aura) from electromagnetic
radiation and psychological influences: >> Orgonite pendants offer effective everyday personal protection and are easy to
wear. Orgonise Africa applies specially adjusted combinations of healing stones, metals and other energetic components,
which are strengthened with orgonite, allowing them to develop their full effect.

Use:
Turquoise is most effective on the throat chakra but can also be used on the heart chakra. Only wear the turquoise pendant
for a short while or use it just when you need it (on trips, for example). The sun should be avoided
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Orgonite with turquoise (protects against foreign influences, invigorates, detoxifies, and deacidifies)
Miniature copper SSB coil (for stimulating the chakra)
Black tourmaline (stimulates the energy flow in the body)
Quartz crystal (resonator, for boosting frequencies)
Hematite (intensifies the effect of other gems)
Chrysocolla (helps with stress and very effective during pregnancy)

Details: large orgone amulet with turquoise - GTiN 4260-3730-2035-7* Diameter Ø ca. 35mm, thickness ca. 12mm (all dimensions approximate. The product
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